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Agricultural opportunity today is rooted in software. Software innovations have quickly become essential tools for the day-to-day operations of the agricultural sector — improving the way everything from farms to tractors are run. Farmers have rapidly adopted breakthrough software advances that are enabling them to solve problems in ways previously unimaginable, thereby maximizing agricultural opportunity.

With enormous potential at hand, we are just at the beginning of what digitalization, data, and software innovation can deliver. Software developers are forging ahead with tremendous improvements in the way farmers grow, feed, harvest, and distribute food — boosting yields and cutting costs. Thanks to new advancements, software is now harvesting data from seeds, satellites, and sensors to help farmers make better decisions about what to grow, how to grow it, and when to grow it. It enables them to fine-tune their operations with digital precision for maximum results. By being more precise, they can reduce the amount of fuel, water, and fertilizer they use; make better decisions about exactly when to harvest for maximal yield; and track food freshness from their farm to your fork. The effects are profound: when widely deployed, precision farming technologies can increase global crop yields as much as 67 percent and cut food prices in half.1

Software is delivering critical intelligence to enable farmers to do more with less:

- Soil sensors planted throughout a farm constantly feed data to cloud-based systems that track the soil’s moisture, nutrients, and needs.
- Self-driving tractors and autonomous machines are becoming increasingly common — planting seeds with digital precision, killing weeds with a zap, and reducing overspray by delivering fertilizer precisely where it’s needed.
- Data from satellites whizzing across the sky is combined with data from sensors in the ground and hyper-local artificial intelligence (AI)-based weather models to predict a plant’s water needs — creating a customized irrigation plan that can go to automatic watering systems that deliver the right drops for each crop.
Drones are taking opportunity to new heights as they buzz overhead with multi-spectral cameras to spot fungi earlier and in ways beyond what a human eye can see — avoiding costly disease outbreaks.

Fences are being replaced with GPS, as connected livestock collars tell ranchers which animals may have wandered off, may be ready to breed, are potentially getting sick, or need special attention.

To maximize yields, cloud servers check the weather, market prices, and growing conditions to tell farmers the precise moment to harvest to maximize results.

Software not only pulls all this data together, it puts the information at the farmer’s fingertips — giving them more control over their livestock’s and crop’s progress from any device, anytime, anywhere with broadband. It enables almost everything to be done with greater efficiency, precision, and effect. Software is able to manage the vital supply chain process of getting fresh food distributed, processed, and delivered to your table in a safe and traceable manner — to reduce spoilage, ensure food safety, and cut food waste.

Software innovation has now reached a point where it provides the ability to solve some of the agricultural sector’s greatest challenges. Software is helping farmers and ranchers tackle major challenges like producing more food to feed the world’s next billion people, making foods that are more nutritious, ensuring crops can be more resistant to drought and diseases, and ensuring robust food safety all the way to your table. These innovations are helping the agricultural community be better stewards of the earth with technologies that can improve sustainability, reduce the use of harmful chemicals, cut greenhouse gas emissions while still boosting yields, and ultimately put more money in farmers’ pockets. For example, when software-enabled precision technologies are widely deployed, experts predict they can cut water use by up to 30 percent, reduce herbicide use by 99.99 percent, reduce fuel use by 10 percent, boost crop yields by 70 percent, and cut food prices in half.

Software is helping farmers harvest economic savings. These precision technologies don’t just boost yields, they boost the bottom line, too. For example, according to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), a typical small family-owned corn farm in Ohio that implements precision farming technologies can save about $2,000 per seasonal corn crop. Large farms can save nearly $40,000 per year with a return on investment of less than two years. More specifically, farms that deploy yield mapping can save $25 per acre, GPS soil mapping $13 per acre, software guidance systems $15 per acre, and software controlled variable rate application technology $22 per acre. Add it all up: software delivers big savings.

### Savings Are Sprouting up Everywhere
Average cost savings by adopting software-enabled technologies ($ per acre saved)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Average Cost Savings ($ per acre)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yield Mapping</td>
<td>$25.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Soil Mapping</td>
<td>$13.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance System</td>
<td>$14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Rate and Yield Mapping</td>
<td>$21.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology and Soil Mapping</td>
<td>$20.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: USDA Economic Research Service
Recovering Precision Farming Technology Investments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm Size</th>
<th>Annual Savings</th>
<th>Years for Return on Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small (800 acres)</td>
<td>$11,000</td>
<td>6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (1,600 acres)</td>
<td>$26,000</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (2,400 acres)</td>
<td>$39,000</td>
<td>~2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Geographic, Farming: There’s an App for That

Software doesn’t just help grow more crops more cost effectively, it can help grow rural economies, too. As farmers expand what technology enables them to do, technology expands what rural economies can achieve. Technology innovation is a proven engine for rural economic growth. For example, from 2007 to 2016 in Iowa alone, tech and tech-related jobs grew by 83 percent, accounting for almost one quarter of private-sector nonfarm job growth.6 Already, the top 12 agricultural producing states, representing more than half of all US farm income, employ more than 1.3 million people in software-related jobs.7 By 2026, these top 12 agricultural producing states are poised to create almost 200,000 new software-related jobs — jobs that often pay more than twice other private sector jobs, in many cases with annual salaries of more than $100,000.8 And as broadband extends further and faster into rural communities, internet access won’t just expand the types of precision technologies farmers can deploy; high-speed internet will expand rural economic diversity and access to the jobs and industries of the future.

But farmers must overcome key barriers to take full advantage of software-enabled progress. Although precision agriculture use is growing rapidly, in 2015 precision agriculture technology was used on less than 20 percent of all farmed land.9 Too often, farmers may not be able to take full advantage of these software-enabled opportunities because 29 percent of US farms have no access to the internet.10 Likewise while 200,000 new software jobs are projected to be created in the top 12 farm states alone, there are too few people with the skills needed to take these jobs, leaving many opportunities unfulfilled. Big gains can be made as these barriers are overcome and as more farmers begin taking advantage of software-driven technologies.

The opportunity is so big, studies estimate the addressable size of the precision agriculture market will grow into a $240 billion economic opportunity by 2050.11 But these opportunities can only be achieved with pragmatic policies that remove precision agriculture barriers by closing the rural broadband gap, overcoming the rural skills gap, and nurturing the growing software innovation ecosystem with pragmatic policies that help it grow and thrive.

$240 Billion Digital Agriculture Opportunity
Billions of dollars addressable market by technology

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
Feeding future generations by boosting yields and cutting costs. By 2050, to meet population growth, we need to produce 70 percent more food than we do today.12 To help meet this challenge, software-enabled precision technologies can help boost global crop yields as much as 67 percent.13

Reducing environmental impact by applying chemicals more accurately. Chemical runoff from over-application of chemicals can affect rivers, streams, and ocean life.15 Using software-enabled computer vision and micro-dosing technology to deliver the precise doses to meet actual plant needs, herbicide use can be cut by 99.99 percent.16

Overcoming a growing clean water crisis by cutting water use. Agriculture uses 70 percent of global fresh water supplies17 at a time when roughly two-thirds of the world’s population live with severe water shortages.18 Using software-enabled moisture sensors, better weather predictions, and smart irrigation technologies can reduce water consumption by 20 to 30 percent.19

Increasing access to healthier diets with more nutritious foods. Unhealthy diets contribute to 678,000 deaths each year in the United States — including from obesity-related diseases like heart disease and diabetes.21 Globally, 1.7 million (2.8 percent) of deaths are attributable to low fruit and vegetable consumption.22 Software is helping scientists develop new plant breeds that grow more delicious and nutritious foods, while also helping get them to the markets that need them most.

Reducing food waste and improving security through better management. Up to 40 percent of food is wasted in the United States, costing approximately $165 billion each year — 50 percent happens during distribution. Sophisticated software is helping manage food distribution more efficiently, improving traceability, and cutting the cost of resolving a food recall in half.20

Reducing greenhouse gasses by tackling the largest contributor. Food production is responsible for the largest share of CO2 emission in the world. Livestock in particular is responsible for nearly half of all greenhouse gas emissions — three times that of all transportation combined.14 Connected sensors are helping farmers identify ways to cut livestock emissions by monitoring feeding and digestion to optimize their diet in ways that reduce emissions.

Reducing weather-related crop damage with AI-powered hyper-local predictions. Although 90 percent of crop losses are due to weather,23 crop damage can be reduced by 25 percent using predictive weather modeling and precision agriculture techniques.24
Making Smarter Decisions to Feed Future Generations

By the middle of the century the global population is expected to reach 10 billion, requiring the world’s farmers to produce significantly more food with about the same amount of land. To meet the needs of future generations, farmers are turning to technology to produce more food with fewer resources.

They are combining soil sensors, imagery from satellites and drones, GPS guided computer-controlled farm equipment, and cloud-based analytics to customize the care that plants receive. For example, a camera equipped precision-guided farm vehicle might use infrared analysis and computer vision technology to assess individual plant health — like leaf shape, stem size, and soil moisture content — to target sprayers and spreaders with the specific resources for healthier plants.

Farmers also want insights into whether a certain seed performs better than others, why a part of the field ended up yielding less, or the exact right time for harvesting to maximize yield. Farmers, for example, can estimate yield improvement by 10 to 15 percent if they are able to find a data management software system that optimizes where to plant “aggressive” vs. “defensive” hybrids.25

Connecting precision opportunities together. At the Dancing Crow Farm in Carnation, Washington, they use algorithms to deliver water, fertilizer, and pesticides only to the crops that actually need them. The farm combined Microsoft’s cloud-based machine learning algorithms, low-cost sensors, and aerial drones to improve agricultural yield, lower overall costs, and reduce the environmental impact of agricultural production.26 The drone, for example, uses software to make it easy for a farmer to survey the field using 25 percent less time.27 One of the keys to this progress is the internet connectivity enabled by using an unoccupied slice of spectrum called “TV White Spaces,” which enable sensors to be seamlessly connected and integrated with AI systems in the cloud.

Helping farmers focus on success. Often today, farmers need to consolidate information from multiple inputs to give them a more complete picture of the farm’s operations. Trimble’s agriculture software, for example, brings together data from different farm equipment manufacturers so farmers can sort through data from different systems for a real-time overview of operations from any location. The systems help farmers focus on success by creating estimates of the cost-per-acre for better decisions throughout the growing season.

To meet the needs of future generations, farmers are turning to technology to produce more food with fewer resources.
Growing More Crops Per Drop

Agriculture consumes more than 70 percent of the world’s fresh water supplies.28 And an estimated 60 percent of that water is wasted due to overwatering, runoff, contamination, and other issues.29 To improve efficiency, software advancements like better weather analytics, new satellite imagery, and smarter soil sensors are being combined to help farmers get to the root of their water problems. These technologies are helping farmers grow more crops per drop by reducing water consumption by 20 to 30 percent.30

Software is helping farmers use water more efficiently:

✦ **Putting precision into irrigation.** Farmers are turning to Trimble’s Irrigate-IQ water management solution to enable GPS-guided irrigation systems that precisely control every nozzle for highly targeted water application.31 When implemented, they can reduce water consumption by 30 percent.32

✦ **Using sensor data to precisely deliver the right amount of water.** In California, a state continuously hit by drought, agriculture consumes about 80 percent of the state’s water. California’s thirstiest crops are almonds. Growing a single almond consumes around a gallon of water.33 But now, by connecting wireless sensors across a farm, data can be collected, crunched in the cloud, and used to control an irrigation system that drips in water at just the right amount — using 20 percent less water than traditional irrigation techniques.34

✦ **Saving an aquifer by using water with digital precision.** In Kansas, the aquifer is dropping by as much as two feet per year in some counties.35 Studies suggest that if existing trends continue, 70 percent of their water will be depleted by 2060. As a result, the Kansas Water Office partnered with forward-thinking farmers who are taking advantage of new technologies to identify ways to more efficiently use scarce water resources. T&O Farms combined soil sensors, precision weather predictions, and a drip irrigation system to cut its water use by 33 percent without sacrificing yield. Across the whole season, the savings translated into about three inches of water saved for the entire crop — water savings that can be readily replicated throughout Kansas.

✦ **Delivering water just to the vine, to improve the quality of California’s wine.** California is also home to a $35 billion wine industry, which is rooted in its ability to consistently produce quality grapes. To maximize the quality of its grapes, E. & J. Gallo Winery turned to IBM’s Watson to develop an intelligent irrigation system that uses weather reports and remote sensor data to deliver precise amounts of water to each vine to increase the quality of its grapes. Because of this tailored watering, the winery reduced its water use by 25 percent, while also improving the quality of its wine.36

✦ **Improving the quality and quantity of crops in the developing world.** These technologies can be especially powerful when used abroad. For example, the millions of small-scale farmers in Kenya traditionally don’t irrigate for their crops. IBM has stepped up to help Kenyan farmers optimize crop growth and improve food security by managing their water more effectively using Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. The IBM project EZ Farm uses sensors to help farmers understand how much water is in the soil and measure the amount of water in local water tanks. This data is then combined with weather data to plan irrigation times to optimize crop growth, extend the crop cycle, and improve the quality and quantity of crops.37
Fighting Pests and Protecting Crops While Reducing Harmful Chemical Use

Each year, as much as 40 percent of the world’s potential harvests are lost to damaging insects, weeds, and plant diseases. At the same time, chemical runoff from the overapplication of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers can affect the health of our oceans, rivers, and streams. In fact, farmers who don’t yet use precision fertilizer technology are estimated to be overfertilizing 40 percent of their fields, and still seeing yield loss on 10 percent of their fields. That’s in part because an estimated 95 percent of chemicals sprayed miss their intended target, wasting the expensive agricultural chemicals and raising the toxicity risk for both people and wildlife. To solve the problem, farmers are turning to software-enabled precision technologies to reduce waste by delivering just the right amount of chemical precisely where it’s needed.

**Applying fertilizer in calibrated doses.**
Software-enabled technologies now help apply fertilizers in more calibrated doses to meet specific soil and plant nutrient needs, dramatically cutting fertilizer and other chemical use. For example, Trimble’s Field-IQ software is a fertilization control system that helps control variable rate sprayers aimed at precisely managing a grower’s inputs. Using an integrated system of hardware (precision nozzles, boom adjusters, and spinner speed controls) and its innovative software, the system provides a more accurate seeding and fertilization system to the grower.

**Using soil sensors to improve nutrient uptake.**
Software is also helping improve crop health by optimizing soil pH levels, which is essential for nutrient uptake that can reduce the amount of fertilizer needed and directly impact yields. The growers at Costa Farms in Florida partnered with Microsoft to create a better way to measure and regulate pH throughout the day and across the lifecycle of its plants. Based on the Azure IoT system with pH sensor devices, Costa Farms is now able to not only automatically measure pH levels, but dramatically increase its yield using fewer chemicals.

**Advancing weed-whackers to spot and zap weeds more efficiently.**
New technologies also create opportunities to kill weeds more accurately. Robotic weed-whackers with image recognition software can recognize weeds and zap them with a laser or apply a micro-dose of herbicide directly to a weed’s leaf. These devices can cut herbicide use by as much as 99.99 percent.

**Crowdsourcing caustic critter solutions.**
Software also enables new ways to tackle infestation problems. When some local farmers had lost up to 90 percent of their crops to fruit flies, Greenwood Orchards turned to Microsoft’s cloud technology to fight the critters. Using traps tied to GPS coordinates, they developed a crowdsourced application that created a community-wide infestation monitoring system to detect the early warning signs and enable early action to prevent devastating consequences.

Each year, as much as 40 percent of the world’s potential harvests are lost to damaging insects, weeds, and plant diseases.
Improving Food Safety and Logistics From Their Farm to Your Fork

Software is also vital to the process of getting fresh food to your table in a safe and traceable manner. Being able to monitor and track the food production process not only helps ensure food safety, but also can cut food waste. According to McKinsey, about a third of food produced is lost or wasted every year at a cost of $940 billion globally.\(^46\) About 50 percent is wasted in the food distribution process alone.\(^47\)

To get the freshest food to the right place at the right time, produce needs to be routed as efficiently as possible because every minute food is ripening, microbial populations may be growing. Software not only helps speed distribution and management of the entire supply chain, it also can play a critical role in the unfortunate event that contaminated food needs to be traced back to its source. By improving traceability, sophisticated software can now cut the costs of resolving a food recall in half\(^48\) while building a level of trust in the food supply chain that was previously unattainable.

- **Tracking tomatoes from the field to your ketchup bottle.** Kagome, one of the largest tomato processors, uses IoT sensors and Microsoft’s cloud to manage the entirety of its supply chain process – from field harvesting, to factory delivery, to in-plant processing and shipment to its customers. To improve food security, the software enables them to figure out where a tomato comes from, and where it ends up. The company calculated a return on investment of about 500 percent in the first season alone.\(^49\)

- **Ensuring high-quality rice in every single bite.** And any time you thrust a fork into a pile of Uncle Ben’s rice, you are looking at rice kernels that can be traced back through an entire global supply chain thanks to Microsoft’s Azure cloud software.\(^51\) Because Mars Food uses Transparency-One supply chain software to monitor its global food supply chain from the cloud, they are able to ensure quality products. The software not only tracks food supplies but also helps them ensure their rice comes from sustainable farms that use resources responsibly, pay farmers well, and have good working conditions on every farm.

- **Improving trust and transparency in the food you eat with a blockchain ecosystem.** Today, consumers often want to know everything possible about their food, like where it’s from, how it was produced, and whether it’s organic or sustainably grown. Similarly, food processors and sellers increasingly need to know everything about the food they use and have trust in the entirety of its food supply chain. To advance a global trusted holistic food supply chain, IBM has developed an innovative Food Trust, powered by their blockchain platform.\(^52\) This network directly connects growers, processors, wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers, retailers, and others to enhance visibility and accountability in each step of the food supply. Importantly, it allows companies like Walmart to trace food throughout its entire journey in seconds, not weeks.
Improving the Vitality of Livestock

Livestock management is often a 24/7 endeavor. When livestock are fitted with sensors, farmers and ranchers can remotely monitor and manage the vitality of their livestock around the clock and across the farm — watching over the health, location, and well-being of every animal wearing a connected sensor. The data derived can lead to insights that produce better yields, increase survival rates, and improve milk output.

- **Supporting livestock vitality through real-time sensor monitoring.** Connected sensors enable ranchers to more quickly identify sick cattle that need to be pulled from the herd to prevent the spread of disease. Acoustic sensors that can recognize coughing are giving pig farmers an early warning for possible respiratory sickness. Accelerometers on a cow's tail can help predict when it is ready to breed, or send a farmer a text message when it goes into labor to give birth — helping improve chances of a live birth.53

- **Ensuring every cow counts.** SCR Dairy developed HealthyCow24, which combines Microsoft's Windows embedded software, with connected devices and its Azure cloud, to help farmers monitor their cows to help boost milk production, smooth the calving process, and ensure healthier cows.56 The technology now connects about four million cows, enabling farmers to get real-time alerts on their smartphones.57

When livestock are fitted with sensors, farmers and ranchers can remotely monitor and manage the vitality of their livestock around the clock and across the farm — watching over the health, location, and well-being of every animal wearing a connected sensor.

Improving the Environment and Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Food production is responsible for the largest share of CO₂ emissions worldwide. A large part of this is caused by livestock, which are responsible for half of all greenhouse gas emissions — three times that of all transportation sources worldwide combined.58 Reducing these emissions is a big challenge. Methane from livestock accounts for nearly 40 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture.59 Fortunately, farmers are breathing a little easier thanks to software and connected sensors that help cut livestock emissions by monitoring feeding and digestion to optimize their diet and potentially reduce emissions.
Cutting greenhouse gasses by minimizing its largest source. New “clean cow” technologies like the wireless sensors from WellCow can help optimize the diet for cattle by remotely monitoring what they eat and how well they digest it to identify opportunities to reduce methane emissions. USDA also has developed software called the Dairy Gas Emissions Model (DairyGEM) for estimating and reducing the emissions from these gas-passing cows.

Reducing farm fuel use with digitally directed farm equipment. Agricultural greenhouse gas emissions also emanate from using farm equipment. Using conventional methods, farmers use more than six gallons of diesel fuel per acre each year. But now, with the advent of software-enabled GPS-guided farm equipment, farmers are able to cultivate the land more uniformly without passing over the same point multiple times. These tractors use 40 percent less fuel than conventional methods — meaning lower fuel costs and fewer greenhouse gas emissions.

Growing Foods That Are More Nutritious and Sustainable

Americans face critical challenges related to the health of the food they eat, from diabetes, gluten intolerance, high cholesterol, and a growing obesity epidemic. When we can grow more nutritious foods and increase every American’s access to fresh fruits and vegetables, it can save thousands of lives and billions of health care dollars in the process.

Cloud biology is a new field that combines AI, DNA data, machine learning, and analytics to reduce the time needed to identify new crop breeds that are more nutritious and sustainable. By moving tests from the lab to the cloud, it shrinks the time it takes to identify ideal genetic signatures from years to weeks which in turn can enable huge breakthroughs. For example, scientists use software to identify the genes necessary to help develop wheats and nuts that don’t cause allergic reactions, soybeans that don’t contain the unhealthy trans-fats that contribute to high cholesterol and heart disease, and biofortified foods that help prevent malnutrition in low-income communities. With the help of software, machines can drop bits of DNA into tubes that use enzymes — like a pair of tiny genetic scissors — to turn certain food traits on and off almost as easily as we turn on and off the lights. In other cases, scientists can use cloud software to model a plant’s metabolism and identify the genes that could improve photosynthesis and crop growth. These software innovations could help increase plant diversity and empower farmers with fresh approaches for expanding what they can produce.

Developing more nutritious, delicious, and sustainable foods. Startup Ginko BioWorks is a Boston-based organism design foundry that uses software, banks of robotic DNA synthesizers, and software-controlled molecular analysis robots to create a vast decisional database. The resulting data helps the company’s software make increasingly accurate predictions about which biological parts work together to create certain compounds. These results in turn help scientists design better food for livestock, create better enzymes for turning milk into cheese, produce new yeasts for better beer, and identify new options for food sweeteners that may be healthier for consumers.

Moving plant research to the cloud. Emerald Cloud Lab’s web-based life sciences laboratory is cutting the cost and improving the efficiency of lab work by enabling researchers to run experiments in a centralized computer-controlled
Cloud biology is a new field that combines AI, DNA data, machine learning, and analytics to reduce the time needed to identify new crop breeds that are more nutritious and sustainable.

Opening the door to entirely new kinds of agriculturally based products and solutions. Autodesk developed software that makes it easier for scientists to design, visualize, and simulate proteins in the cloud. Its Genetic Constructor software helps with everything from high-level genome sketches to base-pair editing. Its Molecular Simulation software enables scientists at all levels to simulate molecular design, while its Wet Lab Accelerator software enables cloud biology as a sort of robotic lab assistant. It could open the door to entirely new kinds of agriculturally based products and solutions — like new kinds of biofuels and new ways to make insulin from plants.

Technologies Fueling the Promise of Precision Agriculture

Smart Tractors
Survey Drones
Farm Management
Supply Chain Management
Connected Cows
Soil Sensors

FUTURE FARMS
Farmers are taking advantage of amazing new software advances to bring together vast opportunities — from new wireless broadband technologies, autonomous tractors, aerial drones, connected sensors, and livestock monitors.
Farming Data: The Bigger the Data, the Greater the Yield

Today’s farms generate lots of rich and varied data that must be harvested before it becomes useful. In 2014, the average farm produced just 190,000 data points per day. By 2050, a connected farm will be generating more than four million data points per day. As data grows exponentially, so does opportunity. The key challenge for data analysts is turning this deluge of information into actionable insights for farmers.

Farm data is growing exponentially

Farmers used to store their most precious resource in silos. Now they are storing their most precious data in the cloud. But when new farm equipment is introduced, the data might be siloed and stored for only one purpose. To enable precision opportunities, data needs to be stored in the cloud where it can be acted upon by software solutions to enable new insights, and accessed from the farmhouse, the office, or even a combine’s cab.

Estimated Amount of Data Generated by the Average Connected Farm Per Day

Source: Onfarm, BI Intelligence Estimates
Artificial Intelligence: Creating Smarter Farming Solutions

To grow robust crops, farmers must constantly juggle a set of variables — soil moisture levels, looming weather, plant nutrition, and pest outbreaks — to calculate the exact cost of steps that can boost their bottom line. Now AI tools are performing calculations for the farmer with insights that simply could never have been calculated before.

One of the biggest AI applications that is helping farmers is hyper-local weather predictions. According to USDA, 90 percent of crop losses are caused by weather.69 This crop damage can be reduced by an estimated 25 percent using predictive weather modeling and other precision agriculture techniques.70 It helps ensure fewer crops are wasted and more food makes it to the table.

Internet of Things: Sensing New Agricultural Opportunities

Some of the most powerful technologies enabling precision farming techniques today are software connected sensors that are transforming almost every aspect of farming operations. Wireless sensors can detect 26 different soil health parameters — from moisture, temperature, pH levels, aeration, and nutrient levels like nitrogen phosphate and potassium.67 Other types of sensors are used with livestock to monitor key information that helps farmers improve healthy outcomes. These connected sensors are proving to be such a game changer that the number of connected agricultural devices is expected to grow orders of magnitude bigger — from 13 million at the end of 2014 to 225 million by 2024, and up to 2 billion by 2050.68
Every Sector Is a Software Sector: Agriculture

AI in agriculture is turning out to be so powerful that market forecasters project the AI in the agriculture market to grow from $519 million in 2017 to $2.6 billion by 2025 — growing 22.5 percent per year.

These AI tools are being put to work today. For example, IBM’s self-learning weather models are enabling farmers to take advantage of new kinds of hyper-local weather forecasts. When combined with IBM Watson’s IoT platform, the system can analyze a variety of data like temperature, soil pH and other agricultural and environmental factors to give farmers insights that can help them make better decisions — and harvest greater yields.71

AI in agriculture is turning out to be so powerful that market forecasters project the AI in the agriculture market to grow from $519 million in 2017 to $2.6 billion by 2025 — growing 22.5 percent per year.72

Precision-Controlled Farm Equipment:
Driving Efficiency in the Field

Forget self-driving cars; autonomous tractors are gaining traction and can already drive themselves through crop fields using GPS with less than an inch of error. These machines are enabled by Trimble, whose software allows highly accurate GPS-controlled navigation and steering systems for tractors.

Agricultural equipment manufacturers are embedding autonomous GPS navigation right into new farm equipment. John Deere estimates about two-thirds of large US farmers already use self-driving technology.73 These tractors can be fitted with sensors that collect crop and soil data and can use variable-rate spreaders and sprayers that make sure fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides are used in exactly the right amounts. They have found that software-enabled precision agriculture technology raises profitability per acre by $5 to $100 and increases overall productivity by 15 percent.74

Much of this machinery innovation has been made possible by software that has sped up agricultural machine design. For example, John Deere turned to Siemens software to enable faster design and virtual testing to improve the performance of new agricultural equipment.75
Agricultural Robots: Getting Precision Ag Rolling

Innovators are developing specialized AI-enabled robots that help farmers work more efficiently. These autonomous robots tend to the crops by seeding, weeding, fertilizing, and harvesting. Soil experts estimate large tractors and combines reduce field yield by up to 13 percent due to soil compaction, but a shift to smaller more autonomous robots can help boost yield and enable new precision.

For example, the Lettuce Bot — a sort of Roomba for crops — uses a 3D camera mounted on a tractor and clever software processing to analyze real time images of lettuce crops to improve yields by precisely feeding each plant with the nutrients it needs to maximize output.\(^76\)

Similarly, Switzerland-based Ecorobotix has developed an ultra-light, solar-powered autonomous weeder that uses an AI-assisted camera to apply micro-doses of herbicide directly to a weed’s leaves — cutting herbicide usage by 20 percent.\(^77\)

However, when some crops get tall, like corn, it can become a challenge to apply the right amounts of nutrients like nitrogen to the soil. Enter the cleverly named RowBot, which can navigate between rows of corn to keep nitrogen levels in sync with corn needs.\(^78\)

Drones: Helping Farmers See Things More Clearly

With the help of autonomous drones, agricultural opportunity is looking up. For years, farmers have had to survey fields by foot. But now software-controlled drones are taking on tasks like field surveys to give farmers a more comprehensive vision of farming needs. With just a tap on a smartphone app, drones can create HD imagery, 3D maps, and multi-spectral imagery — allowing farmers to see their fields in ways beyond what a human eye can see. These drones can map weeds, yield, and soil variations from above to spot problems sooner. They produce a ton of data. In just one 160-acre field, a drone can take more than 150 high-resolution pictures, generating huge amounts of data that needs to be transmitted, processed, and correlated to identify new actionable insights.\(^79\) As overhead imagery is fed into an AI engine, it can identify troubles like fungus growth in corn and soybean crops weeks before the naked eye detects it.\(^80\) Being able to treat diseases early saves money and helps ensure greater yields.
Although precision agriculture usage is growing rapidly, in 2015 precision agriculture technology was used on less than 20 percent of farmland. Farmers may be unable to take advantage of the opportunities enabled by these technologies because they lack reliable broadband, don’t have access to programmers who can customize solutions, want assurances that their data is private, and need access to continuously advancing smart AI technologies.

**Extending precision agricultural opportunity everywhere by closing the rural broadband gap.**

For farmers and ranchers, ubiquitous rural internet access has now become an agricultural accelerator and economic imperative. Broadband is not only essential for connecting the sensors, software, and clouds that enable precision farming techniques, but it also is vital for enabling farmers to search for new customers, find buyers, and identify the most affordable sources of seeds, fertilizers, and farm equipment.
Unfortunately, rural Americans have been left behind in the broadband revolution where an estimated 19.4 million Americans live without access to high-speed broadband. Making matters worse, the USDA reports that 29 percent of US farms have no access to the internet at all. Without rural broadband, this digital divide means farmers lack the tools they need to take advantage of software-enabled precision farming technologies, and rural communities lack the tools they need to grow in a global economy.

Given the lack of farm access and the size of the precision agricultural opportunity, congressional leaders already have set a critical goal of achieving reliable internet service on 95 percent of farmland by 2025. To address this, software innovators are advancing new rural broadband solutions using something called “TV White Spaces” that overcome the economics of distance that have long left rural communities digitally disconnected. The technology takes advantage of underused television spectrum to transmit data to places that have been left behind for too long.

The opportunity for rural America is one of the reasons why the Farm Bureaus in Montana, Oregon, South Dakota, and Wisconsin have all come together to support the deployment of this new wireless broadband technology. Together with a group of more than 100 organizations, leaders are working with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and other policymakers to allocate enough unlicensed, low-band spectrum in every market to expand broadband connectivity via TV White Spaces — enabling broader precision agricultural opportunity everywhere.

Enabling thousands of new ag state software jobs by closing the farm state software skills gap.

Software developers are the force multipliers when it comes to creating the breakthrough applications that will propel major agricultural advances in the years ahead. But many executives have come to understand that lack of access to software developer talent is one of the biggest potential threats to growth — bigger than even access to capital. With nearly 200,000 software jobs expected to be created in the top 12 agriculture producing states by 2026, it’s critical that these farm states have the developer skills necessary to fill these jobs. Unfortunately, today there are already more than 500,000 unfilled computing jobs nationwide, and the US Bureau of Labor Statistics...
estimates that one million computer programming jobs in the United States will go unfilled by 2020.\textsuperscript{90} To overcome this rural skills gap, we need to cultivate skilled coders who work in rural areas and can design and run the transformative software-enabled tools of tomorrow. That is why policymakers throughout the country need to make investments in computer science education to help prepare the next generation of software-literate workers by ensuring that computer science is taught in every high school.

**Removing barriers to adoption by fostering farmer trust by modernizing federal data policies.**

In order to advance precision farming adoption, it’s critical that farmers have assurance that their data can be appropriately protected.\textsuperscript{91} That’s why modernizing federal data policies to ensure they are clear, effective, and predictable for farmers, innovators, and governments alike is critical to unlocking agricultural opportunity. Given that 9 out of 10 farmers use a smartphone in their combine,\textsuperscript{92} they also need to trust that the information in their personal devices can be appropriately secured.

**Enabling even smarter and bigger agricultural opportunities by advancing a national AI framework.**

The smartest farming solutions today rely on AI to improve agricultural opportunity — from autonomously driving precision farm equipment, to hyper-localized weather forecasts, to systems that spot crop diseases in advance, to software that can project the perfect moment to maximize a harvest. Artificial intelligence is so critical that market forecasters project that AI solutions in agriculture will grow at a rate of 22.5 percent per year.\textsuperscript{93} Despite that AI opportunities are growing at such a high rate, the United States has no federal policy toward AI or a strategy for advancing its trusted use. To address this, congressional leaders are looking to advance AI opportunities by setting up a process to develop forward-looking recommendations that can spur investment, empower the workforce, protect privacy, and ensure ethical behavior, among others.\textsuperscript{94}

**Conclusion**

Today’s precision agriculture advancements aren’t just improving the way farmers grow, feed, harvest, and distribute food, they have the potential to boost yields, cut costs, and dramatically expand what the agricultural sector can achieve. With software innovations now firmly planted at the forefront of future farming opportunity, the key question is how quickly we can remove the barriers that prevent farmers from taking full advantage of these opportunities to accelerate agricultural opportunity all the way from the farm to the dinner table.
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